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REQUEST AN APPOINTMENT










Address: 12405 Rancho Bernardo Rd, San Diego









Email: rbdentalcare@yahoo.com
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WELCOME TO RANCHO BERNARDO DENTAL CARE



The Dental Care Everybody Deserves





REQUEST AN APPOINTMENT
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WELCOME TO RANCHO BERNARDO DENTAL CARE



Smile With Confidence, Smile with RB Dental Care





ABOUT US











Tailored Plans
For your family dental needs









+30
Years of Experience









High Quality
Equals Satisfied Patients














"Seriously the BEST people. The whole staff is amazing. I am terrified of the dentist. I get really bad anxiety even when I’m pre-medicated and  they handle it so amazing. Highly recommend this place for anyone with anxiety. They are calm, compassionate, and reassuring as soon as you walk in the door. If I move out of state, I’m flying back here for my dental work. First truly good experience at any dentist."




Jennifer B. / Patient









"Wonderful service, they were able to book me an appointment the same day after I had a terrible experience with another dentist. Super easy check-in and friendly staff that made the experience that much better. They earned themselves a returning customer along with my family. Thank you."




R B. / Patient









"I went to this dental clinic based on the reviews and I never regret it. My family loves it too. Dr. Ng did my veneers and I can smile now without worries about the gap. The staff is awesome from the two lovely ladies at the front desk to the doctors! Everyone is great!." 




Chichay A. / Patient
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ABOUT OUR PRACTICE



Welcome to Rancho Bernardo Cosmetic & Family Dental Care



At Rancho Bernardo Cosmetic & Family Dental Care, our commitment spans over 30 years, dedicated to delivering the highest quality restorative, cosmetic, and preventive dental care. Dr. John Mobilia and our team take immense pride in safeguarding the well-being of your entire family.



LEARN MORE ABOUT US
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Dr. John Mobilia


















LOOK FOR AVAILABILITY



Get in Touch!








I Agree to be Contacted



SUBMIT















OUR SERVICES



Top Quality Dental Services for You and Your Family
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Family Dentistry











Learn More
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Pediatric Dentistry











Learn More
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Cosmetic Dentistry











Learn More
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All Our Services











Learn More


























We provide high-quality dental services
for your whole family.






GET IN TOUCH
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$ 0



Tooth Ache Special






X-Ray






Exam of One Concern





REQUEST AN APPOINTMENT
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$ 0



With Out Insurance






Exam






New Patient Special






X-Rays full mouth series






Regular Cleaning in the absence of Periodontal Disease
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NEWS



Top Doctor Award Features





Excellence in Dental Care with Dr. John Mobilia



"A highly trained dentist with over three decades of experience, Dr. Mobilia is the proud owner of Rancho Bernardo Cosmetic & Family Dental Care in San Diego, California. Specializing in restorative, cosmetic, and preventive dentistry, he ensures the highest standard of care."



READ MORE ABOUT DR. MOBILIA'S PRACTICE 














TESTIMONIALS



What Our Patients Say
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Dr.John Mobilia and his staff are always very nice and helpful. I needed root canal for pain in tooth and they got me scheduled very quickly and took excellent care of me. Shout out to Dr. Ng she is great at implants and root canals. I experienced no pain even from the initial shot to numb. Thank you to all the staff in office and dental assists. I highly recommend them. I have been going to them for years!




 Kim G. / Patient
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FEST AMILY DENTIST IN SAN DIEGO



Find Great Dental Service in San Diego and Get The Smile You've Always Wanted





SEE ALL OUR SERVICES












FAQS



There are Always Questions; and We Got The Answers





Welcome to our Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) section, designed to address common queries and provide helpful information about Rancho Bernardo Cosmetic & Family Dentistry. If you have additional questions or need further clarification, feel free to reach out to our friendly team.
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Which type of toothbrush should I use? 
The brand of the toothbrush is not as critical as the type of bristle and the size of the head. A soft toothbrush with a small head is recommended because medium and hard brushes tend to cause irritation and contribute to recession of the gums, and a small head allows you to get around each tooth more completely and is less likely to injure your gums. It's unnecessary to "scrub" the teeth as long as you are brushing at least twice a day and visiting your dentist at least twice a year for cleanings.






Which toothpaste to use from any with Fluoride?
Your dentist or Hygienists are best educated to diagnose gum disease,  enamel erosion or sensitivity and make a recommendation as to which toothpaste is best for you.






How often should I floss? 
Flossing of the teeth once per day helps to prevent cavities from forming between the teeth where your toothbrush can't reach. Flossing also helps to keep your gums healthy.






What's the difference between a "crown" and a "cap"? 
These are restorations to repair a severely broken tooth by covering all or most of the tooth after removing old fillings, fractured tooth structure, and all decay. The restoration material is made of gold, porcelain, composites, or even stainless steel. Dentists refer to all of these restorations as "crowns". However, patients often refer to the tooth-colored ones as "caps" and the gold or stainless steel ones as "crowns".






What's the difference between a "bridge" and a "partial denture"? 
Both bridges and partial dentures replace missing teeth. A bridge is permanently attached to abutment teeth or, in some cases, implants. A partial denture is attached by clasps to the teeth and is easily removed by the patient. Patients are usually more satisfied with bridges than with partial dentures.






What about "silver" fillings versus "white" fillings? 
Although the U.S. Public Health Service issued a report in 1993 stating there is no health reason not to use amalgam (silver fillings), more patients today are requesting "white" or tooth-colored composite fillings. We also prefer tooth-colored fillings because they "bond" to the tooth structure and therefore help strengthen a tooth weakened by decay. While fillings are also usually less sensitive to temperature, and they also look better. However, "white" fillings cannot be used in every situation, and if a tooth is very badly broken-down, a crown will usually be necessary and provide better overall satisfaction for the patient.






Do I need to have a root canal just because I have to have a crown? 
No. While most teeth which have had root canal treatments do need crowns to strengthen the teeth and to return the teeth to normal form and function, not every tooth needing a crown also needs to have a root canal. 






What forms of payment do we accept?
We accept all PPO's, Dental -Cal active duty and all major credit cards. We honor discounts for cash patients. 
 
Please call us at 858-385-1838 for all of your payment inquiries. 
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CHECKOUT THE LATEST NEWS



Oh Welcome, You've Found Our Blog
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Perfect Smile Perfect Life
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White Teeth
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7 Ways to Keep a Healthy Smile
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Perks of Dental Care



19 Nov, 2019















Get in Touch With Us, We Are Here To Help You 






Address



12405 Rancho Bernardo Rd, San Diego, CA 92128



Contact



rbdentalcare@yahoo.com



858-385-1838



























About





Crafting Smiles, Nurturing Wellness: Discover Rancho Bernardo Cosmetic & Family Dentistry
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Designed with ❤ and ☕️ in NYC by D.A.S. Consultants.


























Dr. John Mobilia, DMD 



Dr John, with over 30 years of experience. I went the University of San Diego (USD) and received a bachelor's in chemistry. I earned my DMD graduating in the top 10% of my class from Boston University. I then continued on to a residency program in advanced education in general dentistry (AEDG) earning a certificate of advanced Dentistry (CAGS). 

I joined the Navy a year after finishing my residency. My Advanced degrees placed me in positions of higher responsibility and Leadership. After my honorable discharge , I practiced in the private sector in Tierrasanta for 13 years. Primarily caring to Navy families and their children. I then opened my own practice 13 years ago in Rancho Bernardo acquiring the most modern equipment available, while retaining that small town sense of individual attention, that seems to be lost in the corporate dental offices.
























Dr. Julia Ng, DDS



Dr Ng, received her bachelors of science in Biology. She then received her DDS from University of the Pacific, San Francisco with high honors and an emphasis on general dentistry. She enjoys traveling and doing volunteer work. Her goal is to give back to the community that has given so much. She hopes to not only inspire her patients to have a healthier smile but to also lead healthier lives. Her free time is spent hiking, scuba diving and yoga. 





































Nancy Vuong, RDH



Earned two AS Degrees in science at Mesa College, then completed the hygiene program at San Joaquin Valley College. She works full time as a dental hygienist and enjoys reading, hiking, running and outdoor activities with her two sons. 
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